Error Code 11004

Hello. We have a problem with our iOS app, which is using the built-in iOS 7 (and above). Getting dc every 15 minutes of gameplay anyone knows how to solve it? Never had this error message before lol anyone got a clue about it? Also, when loading it 9/10 times the Nexon loader thing will pop up load up and then pop off. When i try to press play i get "error code 11004 (the requested name was valid but no data of the requested type was found). i've redownloaded it a couple times. When i go to the launchpad and try to log in it says error code 11004 no data. i do the steps to fix it and it usually works the step people seem to do.. I really dont understand, why when i play H1Z1 there comes error 1104. I really dont know what to do, please anyone help, i have just buyed the game and want.
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My first tutorial video, you guys let me know how I did, if you found this helpful let me know! Socket error 11004 is typically caused by using a firewall or antivirus software, the DNS not returning the right information..

Error Code 11004 - posted in Performance: While playing with a group I've experienced an issue that continues to plague me. Failed to connect to server error. Fix PC problems like Error Code 11004 Vba Link. Your PC is creats, we has becoming it makes a bit. Posts from the 'Breakfasts' Category – The Daniel Fast – Posts about Breakfasts written by Susan Gregory … Zoom for Breakfast on the Daniel Fast. Zoom, zoom.

Maplestory Windows 7 Error Code 11004 is usually caused by a corrupted registry entry. I
spent hours looking for a solution to this error and finally I found one. When I start up my h1z1 launcher it pops up with an error 11004. I fix that I validated it and reset steam but the same error code and game close happen again. The 11004 error code is a result of DNS failure, i.e. the client can't resolve login1.zezeniaonline.com to our login server's IP-address. The cause for this could be. Setting the code folding menu item-shorts fail (on Windows?) #11004. Threw a console.log before the line that throws the error and the key combinations. Failed to download file catalog.z from site update.nai.com:80, error code 11004 (The requested name is valid, but no data of the requested type was found.) Virtual Host showing error 11001 even after chown and chmod tasdikr-1081310234 but I keep getting the error Error Code 11004: Host not found. error code: 11004 (The requested name is valid, but no data of the requested type was found.) Does anyone know what causes this and/or how to fix the issue?
Warning: preg_match(): Compilation failed: group name must start with a non-digit at offset 8. After running the Symhelp tool, this is the error I have got. Details: Status Hostname DNS IP Address DNS Error Message DNS (Winsock) Error Code. It also happened today when I was doing nothing but watching a stream and I was on facebook, I looked at the cmd prompt and saw an error code 11004. I get "page not found" and/or "Bad Request" error message. Error code: 11004 (No Data)", or "bid submit" returns with "No response from server", then your.

Error Code 11004? MapleStory Forums : General Every single time I try to start the game it comes up with this irritating error. Is there a fix to this? Share this.

problem: What Does Error Code 11004 On Maplestory is usually caused by misconfigured system files that create registry errors within your operating system. Error: Windows cannot access the specified device, path, or file. Error Code 11004: The requested name is valid, but no data of the requested type was found.
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Error Code: 11004. Note: This is unlikely to happen in private servers as compared to the other errors. For Windows XP: Press "Windows Key" & R The Run box.